Valve Box Stabilizers Simplify Maintenance Tasks

How many times have you wanted to open a valve box and witnessed one of the following things:

- A completely buried valve nut, making it impossible to open/close the valve.
- An off-center valve nut, making it impossible to get the valve key onto the valve nut.

Valve Box Stabilizer makes these issues obsolete. This is a cost effective, must-have addition for every utility that installs valve boxes.

“Our goal is to prevent the common maintenance issues that cost utilities time and money!”
**The Valve Box Stabilizer** fits directly under the valve nut, creating a 360 degree flat surface that keeps the Valve Box off of the Bonnet of the Valve. The valve box is a perfect fit around the valve nut, helping to keep it centered inside the valve box. The valve box seals at the bottom, preventing soil intrusion and covering the valve nut, making it inoperable.

Valve Box Stabilizers are manufactured in a variety of colors and sizes. They fit any valve box and make the specific type of pipeline the valve is installed on readily apparent.